Internet Revolution: Current Status and Future Challenges

Instructor: Dr. Borko Furht, Florida Atlantic University

Description:

In this seminar we first present the state-of-the-art in the Internet technology including a digital nervous system, which is built around the Internet. We then discuss the evolution of Internet systems from Internet Service Providers to Application Service Providers. The first wave of Internet-based business included Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that linked businesses and consumers via the Internet. We are presently at the verge of the second, much larger wave – Application Service Providers (ASPs), which lease software applications to businesses and consumers via the Internet.

The future challenges in three key areas – business-to-business applications, application service providers, and M-business – are presented next. We present key components of B2B including Extranet, eProcurement, and eMarketplace, and discuss the opportunities in these areas. We introduce components of the ASP model and discuss innovative multi-tier Internet architectures for ASPs. We present key technologies that enabled the ASP model, including advances in networking technologies, Internet deliverable software, and improvements in distributed systems management software. We also discuss types of ASP applications, from personal and collaborative to E-commerce, vertical, and analytical applications. We discuss the components of M-business including alternative wireless access technologies, wireless protocol standard, and promising M-commerce applications.

In the final part of the seminar, we present our vision of the future.

Seminar Outline
1. Internet Excitements
2. Internet as Digital Nervous System
3. Evolution of the Internet
4. Business-to-Business Applications
5. Application Service Providers
6. M-Business
7. Future
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